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Abstract: A real-time, effective, and dynamic taxi cruising recommendation strategy is essential to
solving the problem of taxi cruising passenger difficulty and urban road traffic congestion. This
study focuses on two aspects of the real-time accessible range and pick-up ratio (PR) and proposes a
real-time dynamic identification method for taxi optimal cruise-seeking area. Firstly, based on the
cumulative opportunity method, a univariate temporal convolutional network (UTCN) accessible
range dynamic prediction model is proposed to predict the real-time accessible range of taxis. Sec-
ondly, based on the gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) model, the influencing factors with a high
correlation with the PR are selected from the four dimensions of traffic characteristics, environmental
meteorology, and time and space variables. Then, a multivariate univariate temporal convolutional
network (MTCN) global grid PR prediction model is constructed, and the optimal taxi cruising area
is identified based on the maximum PR. The results show that the taxi accessible range and PR of the
same grid in different periods change with time, and based on the model comparison, the accessible
range and PR prediction results of UTCN and MTCN algorithms in different periods are the best to
identify the optimal cruising area of taxis in different periods. The main contribution of this study is
that the proposed optimal cruising area prediction model has timeliness, accessibility, and dynamics.
It can not only improve the probability of taxis receiving passengers and avoid taxis cruising aimlessly,
but also solve the shortage of taxis in hotspots, thus shortening the waiting time of passengers. This
provides a scientific basis for improving taxi cruising efficiency and the government’s formulation of
taxi operation management policies, which can effectively promote the sustainable development of
urban traffic.

Keywords: optimal cruising area; pick-up ratio prediction; accessible range prediction; UTCN;
MTCN; GBDT; multi-source data

1. Introduction

Due to the acceleration of urbanization, taxis, as a door-to-door urban public transport
travel service, greatly facilitate the travel of residents and are an indispensable part of urban
transportation. With the continuous development of the taxi industry, the problem of the
difficult reception of cruising taxi drivers has become increasingly prominent, and the rapid
rise in online car-hailing is also greatly impacting the traditional cruising taxi market [1,2].
In 2020, the average daily mileage of cruising taxis was 332.3 km, and the average daily
passenger mileage was 202.9 km, of which nearly 40 percent became empty cruising mileage.
Correspondingly, the overall average utilization rate of drivers’ passenger time was only
45.5 percent, and more than half of the time was spent on empty taxi passenger searches [3].
A large number of taxi drivers rely on experience cruising or aimless random driving on
urban roads, which will not only cause the driver’s low efficiency in seeking customers,
and the length of work investment is not proportional to the revenue, but also lead to the
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waste of taxi resources, increase urban environmental pollution, and make the busy road
traffic more congested [4,5]. Therefore, how to alleviate the low operating efficiency of
cruising taxis and improve the cruising efficiency of traditional cruising taxis has become
one of the urgent problems to be solved.

Traffic accessibility is the basis for studying taxi cruising recommendations. At present,
when domestic and foreign scholars construct taxi cruising area identification models, they
mostly use vehicle GPS trajectory data to explore the influencing factors of urban road
traffic accessibility and regional accessibility [6,7]. There are two main categories of research
on cruising range hotspot identification. Some scholars, to provide a better cruising search,
based on a clustering algorithm [4], ant colony optimization algorithm [5], etc., obtained
the hotspot area of pick-up and drop-off passengers in the whole study area, to recommend
it to no-load taxi drivers. Therefore, scholars often use the pick-up ratio of the taxi in a
certain area as a cruising recommendation standard [8], but this study method also has
certain drawbacks. On the one hand, due to the relationship between competition and
game regarding taxis, high-demand areas are often also areas where a large number of
taxis gather [9,10]. Therefore, there are certain limitations in the method of directly using
passenger boarding and aligning data to determine passenger hotspots. On the other hand,
the research method does not limit the scope and does not consider the changes in urban
hotspots in a day and the distance between drivers and hotspots [11]. Therefore, it has little
reference value for the cruising decision of specific taxi drivers at a specific time.

Other scholars have defined the static search range by directly specifying the maximum
search radius and simply defining the accessible range by distance [12,13]. Although this
method has the advantages of simple division and easy operation, it does not consider the
changes in road network accessibility caused by real-time road traffic changes. For example,
within the designated radius, if the road condition is more congested, it may take a long
time to reach the accessible area, which will affect the driver’s cruising efficiency. At this
time, the conveniently accessible area beyond the designated range is not recommended,
which is not in line with the actual reception passengers of taxis [1,6,13]. In particular,
during traffic congestion periods such as morning and evening rush hours, the static range
is too large, resulting in a higher time cost for drivers to travel to the recommended area [11].
However, in the middle of the night, when the traffic volume is small, the driver can reach
a longer distance at the same time. At this time, the static range is too small, which leads to
the recommendation that the driving area is too cautious, resulting in a smaller cruising
range, and the driver may miss a certain number of pick-up passenger opportunities [12].
As can be seen, the above two types of research are of certain significance for decision
makers to understand urban needs and further formulate macro policies for urban planning
and transportation development. However, they do not consider the driver driving the
same length of time in different areas of the city to reach the range not being the same,
and even from the same position, the flat peak and peak period to reach the distance are
different. That is, it does not consider that the accessible range will change dynamically in
real-time with the passage of time and the different operation conditions of space roads.

In addition, scholars have considered that taxi cruising patterns are affected by ex-
ternal factors such as road traffic and internal factors such as individual driver behavior,
which provide a rich theoretical basis for cruise-seeking area recommendations in terms
of research methods [4,14,15]. For example, Chen et al. [16] found that taxi drivers’ local
search decisions are largely affected by the cumulative probability of successfully carrying
passengers on the search route. A combination model based on the Logit search model and
intervention opportunity model was established to explain the local customer search be-
havior of taxi drivers. Szeto [17] proposed an ordered binary Logit model to determine the
factors that affect the decision of idle taxi drivers to enter or bypass the recommended area
to understand the travel behavior of empty-taxi drivers. However, the above model also
has corresponding defects in the analysis. Firstly, the selection of model input variables is
not comprehensive, and the index screening criteria are vague, resulting in some redundant
variables with low correlation with output variables affecting the calculation accuracy of
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the model and reducing the upper limit of model prediction accuracy. Secondly, based on
considering the high-demand area, the relevant researchers incorporate static indicators
such as population, economy, and land use into the model to improve the accuracy of the
model [9,10]. However, the real-time dynamics of taxi travel demand are not considered in
modeling, so the research results have low reference values for real-time cruising range
recommendation. Therefore, to solve the problem of obtaining the optimal cruising area
of taxis only from a certain angle such as traffic variables or spatial variables, this study
takes time, space, external environment, and driver’s personal factors into account in the
cruising area recommendation model, that is, to identify the optimal cruising area more
accurately from multiple dimensions.

With the development of deep learning models, the commonly used time series models
include a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) [18], Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [19–21],
a Gated Recurrent Unit [22,23], etc. Compared with the previous time series models, the
proposed temporal convolutional network (TCN) can process the input sequence in parallel
and improve the computational efficiency; stack multiple convolutional layers to capture
features on different time scales to better model long-term dependencies; convolution
kernels of different scales learn different feature representations to better extract local and
global features in time series data [24]. In addition, with the introduction of a deep learning
model informer based on a self-control mechanism, it can predict the accuracy of time
series with high accuracy, but its computational complexity is high, parameter adjustment
requires experience, and the number of requirements is large, and the taxi data obtained in
this study only involve one month, so there is a certain inapplicability [25]. Therefore, this
study chooses to use the TCN model to identify the optimal cruising area of taxis.

In summary, most of the current research on a taxi cruising passenger search does not
have timeliness, accessibility, and dynamics. To fill this gap, this study proposes an optimal
cruising area dynamic identification method combining the accessible range and pick-up
ratio. Specifically, the primary contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

• Firstly, based on the cumulative opportunity method, a dynamic prediction model
of the real-time accessible range based on UTCN is proposed to predict the real-time
dynamic accessible range of taxis. Traditional studies mostly use static indicators to
predict travel hotspots in the morning and evening peaks. However, this study uses
multi-source data to form a spatio-temporal data chain, which can realize the real-time
dynamics of accessible range prediction.

• Secondly, considering the four factors of traffic, time, space, and external environment,
an MTCN model is constructed to predict the pick-up ratio under different periods,
and the high-probability passenger hotspot area is identified as the optimal cruising
area. This can improve the probability of no-loading taxis picking up passengers, avoid
taxis cruising aimlessly, and reduce the cruising distance of taxis to a certain extent.

• Finally, the dynamic identification method of the optimal cruising area is constructed
by combining the global passenger pick-up ratio with the real-time accessible range.
Based on the case analysis, the reliability of the deep learning algorithm used in this
study is verified from the model level.

The study can further recommend efficient and appropriate cruising paths for taxi
drivers, help drivers improve passenger search efficiency, solve the problem of mismatch be-
tween supply and demand of taxi travel, and further alleviate urban road traffic congestion.

2. Study Area and Data
2.1. Study Area and Grid Division

Because the cruising taxi operation is mainly concentrated in the urban area, this study
takes the six main urban areas of Yanta District, Beilin District, Lianhu District, Weiyang
District, Baqiao District, and Xincheng District of Xi’an as the study area. As shown in
Figure 1 below, the total area of the area is about 826 km2, covering the main traffic nodes
such as Xi’an North Railway Station, Xi’an Railway Station, and Xi’an Bus Station, as
well as important business districts such as Bell Tower and Saige International. Taking
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the 1 km × 1 km square as the basic unit, the central urban area of Xi’an is divided into
945 equal grids. The bottom grid of the left column is numbered as 0, and the top grid of
the right column is numbered as 944, and each grid is numbered from 0 to 944.
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2.2. Data Collection and Processing

The data used in this study are mainly taxi GPS trajectory data, Points of Interest (POIs)
data, and meteorological data. Based on ensuring the spatio-temporal consistency of multi-
source spatio-temporal data, the dynamic identification of taxi optimal passenger-seeking
area is studied.

2.2.1. Taxi GPS Trajectory Data

This study selects the GPS trajectory data of taxis from 1–30 November 2019, provided
by the taxi company of Xi’an, China. The average daily operating vehicles are 13,000 taxis,
there are 30 million vehicle travel records per day, and the collection interval is half a
minute. The original trajectory data include the license plate number, data acquisition
time, longitude, latitude, speed, driving status (idle or hired), etc. The ‘0’ and ‘1’ in the taxi
status field represent the idle vehicle status and the hired status, respectively. The invalid
data are eliminated by preprocessing the original data, and the GPS data are sorted in
chronological order. For the same vehicle license plate, when the GPS trajectory sequence
is converted from ‘0′ to ‘1’, it means that the vehicle completes a pick-up operation, and
the data information of state ‘1’ can be identified as the pick-up point information. On
the contrary, when the GPS trajectory sequence is converted from ‘1’ to ‘0’, it means that
the vehicle completes a drop-off operation, and the data information of state ‘1’ can be
identified as the drop-off point information. The identified pick-up and drop-off points are
matched to extract complete taxi travel data. The recognition principle is shown in Figure 2.
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2.2.2. POI Data

This study uses the API of Gaode Map to crawl the POI data of the same period
as the taxi trajectory data, and further screens the facilities related to residents’ travel,
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including 14 types of POI data [26] such as catering services, shopping services, trans-
portation facility services, and business residences. Combining POI data with the taxi GPS
trajectory can dig deeper into traffic travel demand and improve the accuracy of cruising
hotspot identification.

2.2.3. Meteorological Environment Data

In this study, real-time meteorological data such as weather and air quality in the city
are included in the study of taxi cruising area identification. Through the ‘Environmental
cloud big data open platform’, the real-time climate data recorded by each ground obser-
vation station in Xi’an in November 2019 were obtained, including data time, weather
conditions, ambient temperature, somatosensory temperature, atmospheric pressure, air
humidity, wind direction, wind speed, and other indicators. Through the ‘Green respiratory
data open platform’, real-time indicators of various pollutants such as AQI and PM2.5 in
Xi’an in November 2019 were obtained. That is, the meteorological data are combined with
the taxi trajectory to fully consider various factors affecting the taxi cruising search.

2.2.4. Spatial Matching of the Study Area and Data

The multi-source data (including GPS, POIs, and meteorological data) were spatially
matched with the grid data to link into a whole, and the final data fields and data examples
of the study area were obtained as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Examples of spatio-temporal data fields.

Data Field Meaning Data Example 1 Data Example 2

LPN License plate number A****00 A****34
TS Timestamp 1,573,261,275 1,573,261,305

C_wgs Coordinate POINT [108.925200,
34.347733]

POINT [108.925167,
34.350217]

Speed Speed 12 32
Car_stat Carrying state 1 1

IH_st Idle or hired status 0 0
ID Grid_id 285 285

POI Points of interest 307 307
WC Weather conditions Sunny Cloudy

AT Apparent
temperature 8.3 4.8

WS Wind speed 3.1 4.5
AQI Air quality index 49 74

3. Methodology
3.1. Real-Time Accessible Range Analysis and Dynamic Taxi Prediction
3.1.1. Taxi Accessible Range Determination Based on GCOM

Before identifying the optimal cruising area, the boundary range of the area needs
to be prioritized. This study defines the real-time accessible range of vehicles as follows:
under a given time threshold, according to the real-time vehicle trajectory, the maximum
range of real-time vehicles from the current area is the real-time accessible range of vehicles.
Under this definition, the accessible range of the vehicle changes in real-time with the
change in time and the actual running condition of the road. This study draws on the core
idea of accumulation in the cumulative opportunity method and applies it to the study
of the accessible range. By accumulating the travel path of each individual, the accessible
spatial range of the group starting from a certain area is obtained [14]. The grid cumulative
opportunity method (GCOM) is expressed in Equation (1):

Ai = ∑n
j=1 Ojt (1)
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where Ai is the accessibility of region i, t is the given threshold of travel time or space, Ojt
is the number of opportunities in region j, and j is the region that is less than the threshold
t in distance or time from region i.

The grid cumulative opportunity method example is shown in Figure 3. As shown in
Figure 3a, starting from the current moment, the paths of all ride-hailing vehicles departing
from grid O in a given period are I1, I2, and I3. Based on the grid cumulative opportunity
method, the accessible range of taxis shown in Figure 3b can be obtained. The accessible
range consists of two parts: the directly accessible range and indirectly accessible range.
The former is composed of the grid range of the actual path (red line) of the taxi, and the
latter comprises the range according to the travel demand of the taxi, and the indirect
accessible range of the taxi can be obtained as A, B, and C. The specific traversal principle
of the indirect grid is as follows: due to the relatively small amount of taxi travel in a given
period, there will be a phenomenon that some grid areas have no taxis due to low travel
demand, but it does not mean that taxis are inaccessible. As shown in Figure 3b, due to
the low travel demand of grid A and B, there is no corresponding path through, but in the
actual road network operation, taxis can reach the three adjacent grid areas of grid A and
B, and they can reach the grid A and grid B areas. Meanwhile, the adjacent three grids of
grid C can be reached, and grid C can also be reached. Among them, grid A and grid B are
defined as indirect accessible range I, and grid C is defined as indirect accessible range II.
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In summary, based on the direct accessible grid algorithm (Algorithm 1) and the
grid compensation algorithm (Algorithm 2), the real-time accessible range of taxis based
on the grid cumulative opportunity method can be obtained. The pseudocodes of the
two algorithms are shown in below: The pseudocodes of directly accessible grid algorithm
and grid compensation algorithm.

Algorithm 1: Directly Accessible Grid Algorithm.

Input: Start Grid ID, Start time, Time Interval
Output: id_set
1: licenseplates_set← set()
2: ids_set← set()
3: for item in data:
4: if (id in item) and (start <= timestamp <= end) then:
5: licenseplates_set.add(license plate)
6: for item in data:
7: for license plate in licenseplates_set:
8: if (license plate in item) and (start <= timestamp <= end) then:
9: ids_set.add(id)
10: return id_set
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Algorithm 2: Grid Compensation Algorithm.

Input: A two-dimensional list (Accessible id = 1, Inaccessible id = 0)
Output: Compensation grid ID
1: for x← 0 to length_row do
2: for y← 0 to length_col do
3: if grid[x][y] = 0 then
4: if x − 1 >= 0 then
5: a← grid[x][y]
6: if x + 1 < length_row then
7: b← grid[x + 1][y]
8: if y − 1 >= 0 then
9: c← grid[x][y − 1]
10: if y + 1 < length_col then
11: d← grid[x][y]
12: if (a and b and c) or (a and b and d) or (a and c and d) or (b and c and d) then
13: grid[x][y]← 2
14: return grid

3.1.2. Accessible Range Prediction Based on UTCN

The TCN algorithm uses a one-dimensional fully convolutional network while ensur-
ing that the network has the same input and output sequence length, introducing causal
convolution, and the output at the current moment is only convoluted with the historical
elements of the previous moment, to ensure that future input will not affect the prediction
of past input data [24,25]. Since causal convolution will increase the number of hidden
layers with the increase in the historical scale, deep networks or filters are needed to intro-
duce dilated convolution. Figure 4 shows the expansion factor d and the filter size k. In
addition, the TCN algorithm uses a residual module to solve problems such as gradient
disappearance (ReLu activation function) or gradient explosion (dropout layer randomly
inactivated neurons), as shown in Figure 5.
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and the inaccessible range is marked as 0.

Select the starting grid, take a certain moment as the starting time, set the time interval
to 10 min, determine the historical accessible range of the taxi, construct the initial data
set of the accessible range, and divide it into a training set and test set. The historical time
series data set of each grid for 10 min is used as input to output the accessible state of the
grid at the corresponding time in the future, that is, the numbered mark value of each grid,
to predict the real-time accessible range of the grid in the research area in the next 10 min.
The algorithm flow chart is shown in Figure 6.
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3.2. Dynamic Prediction of Optimal Cruising Area Based on Pick-Up Ratio
3.2.1. Influencing Factor Analysis of Taxi Cruise-Seeking

Whether the driver can complete the order task quickly and successfully after receiving
the order is very important to improve the vehicle utilization rate and efficiently complete
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the passenger transfer task. The pick-up ratio represents the degree of taxi demand in
different periods in a certain area, which can reflect the operating efficiency and vehicle
utilization rate of taxi drivers in a given period in a certain area. When the pick-up ratio is
high, it indicates that the travel demand in this area is relatively large, and the taxi driver
has a higher opportunity to carry passengers in this area, which also indicates that the
vehicle utilization rate is high. Because the travel demand will change constantly in a day,
such as the difference between the peak period and the low peak period, the pick-up ratio
will change accordingly. As can be seen, the pick-up ratio is a key factor in identifying the
final cruising area. In addition, taxi travel will be affected by many factors such as road
traffic, time, spatial location, and external environment. Therefore, this study classifies
the above influence factors and selects the indicators related to the taxi pick-up ratio. The
specific analysis is as follows:

(1) Traffic attribute variables

The traffic attribute variables selected in this study mainly include the pick-up ratio
(PR), drop-off ratio (DR), cruising ratio (CR), heat of pick-up (HP), heat of drop-off (HD), ve-
hicle density (VD), average operation speed (AOS). The definition and function expression
of each variable are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Traffic Attribute Variables.

Variable Notation Formula

Pick-up ratio
(PR)

The probability of all cruising taxis in grid i
picking up passengers within a certain
period, [t1, t2). PR(i, t1, t2) =


∑

t2
t1

Pi

∑
t2
t1

NCi
, ∑t2

t1
NCi > 0

0, ∑t2
t1

NCi = 0

Drop-off ratio
(DR)

The probability of dropping off all
passengers from operating taxis in grid i
within a certain period, [t1, t2). DR(i, t1, t2) =


∑

t2
t1

Di

∑
t2
t1

NOi
, ∑t2

t1
NOi > 0

0, ∑t2
t1

NOi = 0

Cruising ratio
(CR)

The number of all idle cruising taxis in grid i
accounts for the proportion of the total
number of taxis in the grid within a certain
period, [t1, t2).

CR(i, t1, t2) =


∑

t2
t1

NCi

∑
t2
t1

Ni
, ∑t2

t1
Ni > 0

0, ∑t2
t1

Ni = 0

Heat of pick-up
(HP)

The number of all cruising taxis picking up
passengers in grid i within a certain period,
[t1, t2).

HP(i, t1, t2) = ∑t2
t1

Pi

Heat of drop-off
(HD)

The number of all hiring taxis dropping off
passengers in grid i within a certain period,
[t1, t2).

HD(i, t1, t2) = ∑t2
t1

Di

Vehicle density
(VD) The number of operating taxis per unit area. VD(i, t1, t2) =

∑
t2
t1

Ni

Ai

Average operation speed
(AOS)

The average speed of all hiring taxis in grid i
is within a certain period, [t1, t2), which can
effectively reflect the real-time congestion
situation of the road.

AOS(i, t1, t2) =
∑

t2
t1

∑
NOi
j=1 Vj

NOi

The symbols and definitions of parameters in Table 2 are as follows: Pi is the number
of times that taxis located in grid i pick up passengers within a certain period; NCi is the
number of idle cruising taxis in grid i within a certain period; Di is the number of times
that taxis in grid i drop off passengers within a certain period; NOi is the total number of
hiring taxis operating in grid i within a certain period; Ni is the total number of taxis in
grid i within a certain period; Ai is the area of grid A; Vj is the running speed of taxi j.

(2) Time Attribute Variables
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Regarding the last pick-up ratio (LPR), the passenger status of taxis at different times
of the day has a certain periodicity, and the passenger demand for taxi travel changes
with time [27]. For the same region, the difference between the pick-up and drop-off of
passengers in the previous cycle and the next cycle is not significant. Therefore, this study
considers the time periodicity and calculates the pick-up ratio of grid i on the same day
and period before the last cycle in one cycle, which is defined as the LPR. The specific
calculation of Equation (2) is as follows:

LPR(i, t1, t2) =


∑

t2−T
t1−T Pi

∑
t2−T
t1−T

NCi
, ∑t2−T

t1−T NCi > 0

0, ∑
t2−T
t1−T NCi = 0

(2)

where T denotes the period length and the rest of the letters are defined as above.
The period can be selected as the day (D), hour (H), and minute (M) [28]. The specific

reasons are as follows: due to the different nature of urban land in different grid areas,
the travel volume of each grid on different dates in a week will also change accordingly.
Therefore, the date (D) was considered as a factor affecting the taxi driver’s passenger
search. For the same day, the number of people being picked up and dropped off by the
taxi in each period also fluctuates regularly. Therefore, the hour (H) was selected as the
influencing factor. Meanwhile, to ensure the integrity of the time attribute variables, this
study also took the minute (M) as the influencing factor.

(3) Spatial Attribute Variables

Whether taxi drivers can pick up passengers in a certain area is not only related to the
traffic attribute variables and time cycle variables in the area but also closely related to the
taxi demand in other areas around the area. Therefore, this study proposed the adjacent
pick-up ratio (APR) index and predicted the travel demand of the target area by calculating
the pick-up ratio of other areas adjacent to the target area. According to Coulomb’s law
in physics, this study constructed a model of urban traffic Coulomb’s law to simulate the
influence between different regions of the city [29]. Based on the regional attraction Iij, the
calculation of Equation (3) is defined as follows:

APR(i, t1, t2) =


∑

jn
j=j1

(PR(j,t1,t1)×Iij)

∑
jn
j=j1

Iij
, ∑

jn
j=j1

Iij > 0

0, ∑
jn
j=j1

Iij = 0
(3)

where grid j is the area directly adjacent to grid i, and the essence of APR is to calculate the
weighted average of the pick-up ratio of each adjacent area.

(4) Real-time Environment Attributes

According to the influence of weather on taxi cruising in previous studies [6,25],
combined with the comprehensive judgment of the meteorological conditions of the period
in which the data are studied in this paper, the four major environmental indicators of the
weather condition (WC), apparent temperature (AT), wind speed (WS), and air quality
index (AQI) were preliminarily selected as the influencing factors of taxi demand.

3.2.2. Variable Feature Importance Analysis Based on the GBDT Algorithm

A gradient boosting decision tree (GBDT) is a kind of ensemble learning algorithm
(Figure 7), which combines a traditional boosting algorithm and decision tree [30,31]. It has
the following advantages: (1) high accuracy. In each iteration, the loss function is adjusted
to fit the training data step by step; (2) solving the nonlinear problem. By constructing
multiple decision tree models, the nonlinear relationship of data is accurately captured;
(3) handles complex features. By selecting the optimal partition feature of each node, the
data set with high dimensions and complex features can be effectively processed; (4) strong
interpretability. By analyzing the contribution of features, the prediction results of the
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model can be explained; (5) strong robustness. It is robust to noise and outliers. In the
iteration, the influence of noise is weakened by fitting residuals to improve the stability of
the model.

The GBDT model is constructed with the grid pick-up ratio (PR) as the output fea-
ture [32], and fifteen indicators including the drop-off ratio (DR), cruising ratio (CR), heat
of pick-up (HP), heat of drop-off (HD), vehicle density (VD), average operating speed
(AOS), last pick-up ratio (LPR), day (D), hour (H), minute (M), adjacent pick-up ratio (APR),
weather condition (WC), apparent temperature (AT), wind speed (WS), and air quality
index (AQI) as input features. The feature importance of each input index compared with
the output index is analyzed.
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Figure 7. GBDT algorithm schematic diagram.

3.2.3. Grid Pick-Up Ratio Prediction Model Based on MTCN

To ensure the real-time effectiveness of the identification and recommendation of the
passenger-seeking area, it is necessary to predict the global carrying rate value at the future
time through the model and dynamically recommend the optimal cruising area according
to the location of the taxi at the current time. In this study, the significant variables screened
using the GBDT method are used as input variables, the grid pick-up ratio (PR) is used as
the output variable, and the grid is used as the research area unit to establish an MTCN-
based pick-up ratio prediction model. The prediction results of all grids in the study area
are further connected to measure the supply and demand level of taxis in the entire area.
The pseudocode of the pick-up ratio prediction algorithm is shown below Algorithm 3:
The pseudocode of the MTCN-based pick-up ratio prediction model.

3.2.4. Optimal Cruising Area Identification Based on Accessible Range and Pick-Up Ratio

Based on the prediction of the real-time accessible range and regional grid pick-up
ratio, the optimal cruising area identification strategy of taxis was formulated. The specific
taxi real-time optimal cruising area identification process is shown in Figure 8.
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Algorithm 3: MTCN-based Pick-up Ratio Prediction Model

Input: DHR, VD, RR, HP, DR, CB, OO, LM, RD, SS, BS
Output: OR
Steps:
1: import torch.nn as nn # Import the required
libraries and packages
2: import torch. optim as optim
3: data preparation←(train_data, trainlabels,test_data,test_labels)
#Data preparation
4: class MultiVarTCN(nn.Module): #
Define the MTCN model
5: def __init__(self, input_size, output_size, num_channels, kernel_sizes, dropout):
6: super(MultiVarTCN, self).__init__()
7: self.tcn = nn.Sequential()
8: num_layers = len(num_channels)
9: for i in range(num_layers):
10: if i == 0:
11: in_channels = input_size
12: else:
13: in_channels = num_channels[i − 1]
14: self.tcn.add_module(‘conv{}’.format(i + 1),nn.Conv1d(in_channels,num_channels[i],
15: kernel_sizes[i], stride = 1, padding = (kernel_sizes[i] − 1), dilation = 1))
16: self.tcn.add_module(‘relu{}’.format(i + 1), nn.ReLU())
17: self.tcn.add_module(‘dropout{}’.format(i + 1), nn.Dropout(dropout))
18: self.linear = nn.Linear(num_channels[−1], output_size)
19: def forward(self, x):
20: out = self.tcn(x)
21: out = out.transpose(1, 2)
22: out = self.linear(out[:, −1, :])
23: return out
24: data feature dimension←(input_size, output_size) # Input and
output feature dimensions
25: convolutional layer←(num_channels, kernel_sizes)
# The number of channels and the size of the convolution kernel for each convolution layer
26: other hyperparameters←(dropout, num_epochs, batch_size)
# Dropout probability, number of training iterations Batch size settings
27: model = MultiVarTCN(input_size, output_size, num_channels, kernel_sizes, dropout)
# Create the MTCN model instance
28: criterion = nn.MSELoss() #
Loss function setting
29: optimizer = optim.Adam(model.parameters(), lr = 0.001)
#Optimizer settings
30: data preparation←torch.from_numpy (train_data, trainlabels,test_data,test_labels)
#Convert data to Tensor
31: for epoch in range(num_epochs):
# Cycle training model
32: model. train()
33: optimizer.zero_grad()
34: outputs←model(train_data)
35: loss← criterion(outputs, train_labels)
36: loss.backward()
37: optimizer. step()
38: if (epoch + 1) % 10 == 0: # Print a loss
every once in a while
39: print(‘Epoch [{}/{}], Loss: {: .4f}’.format(epoch + 1, num_epochs, loss.item()))
40: model.eval()
# Model prediction
41: return predictions(OR)
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. Measurement Results of Real-Time Accessible Range and Pick-Up Ratio

According to the GCOM-based accessible range measurement method, this study
explores the changes in the accessible range of taxi drivers starting from the same initial
grid under two scenarios: different periods at the same time interval and the same period
at different time intervals.

4.1.1. Real-Time Accessible Range Analysis

(1) Accessible Range of Different Periods at the Same Time Interval

To analyze the time-varying law of the accessible range of taxis in a day, grid 330
is used as the starting grid, and the time interval is 10 min. Taking November 8 as an
example, the time-varying map of the accessible range of a total of eight periods in a day
is obtained, as shown in Figure 9. It can be seen from Figure 9 that the three periods of
00:00–00:10, 03:00–03:10, and 06:00–06:10 have the largest accessible range. This is because
there are fewer vehicles on the road from midnight to early morning, the average speed
of the driver is higher, and the probability of encountering a traffic jam is lower so the
taxi can drive to a farther area in ten minutes. Relatively speaking, the accessible range of
09:00–09:10 and 18:00–18:10 is the smallest, which is only one-third of the accessible range
at midnight. These two periods are also the morning and evening peaks of traffic, and there
are a large number of vehicles on the road, which leads to taxis that can only travel closer
in ten minutes.

(2) Accessible Range of the Same Period at Different Time Intervals

The setting of the time interval also has a very significant impact on the accessible
range rationality. Grid 330 is selected as the starting point, and the starting time point is
18:00, and the time interval is increased in turn to compare the changes in the accessible
range. Figure 10 shows the accessible range of time intervals of 10 min, 20 min, 30 min,
40 min, 50 min, and 1 h. It can be seen that the accessible range increases significantly with
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the increase in the time interval. Specifically, the accessible range contains 29 grids when
the time interval is 10 min, and when the time interval is set to 1 h, the accessible range
contains more than 300 grids, which is ten times the time interval of 10 min. Therefore, it is
necessary to select a reasonable time interval when recommending passenger hotspots to
taxi drivers seeking passengers.
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Figure 10. The accessible range of the same period at different time intervals in a day. (a) 18:00–18:10,
(b) 18:00–18:20, (c) 18:20–18:30, (d) 18:00–18:40, (e) 18:00–18:50, (f) 18:00–19:00.

In summary, the accessible range of different periods at the same time interval in a day
and the same period at different time intervals in a day is dynamically changing in real-time.
Compared with the previous methods such as delineating the accessible range with a given
fixed radius, this study considers that the accessible range will change with factors such
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as road traffic conditions in different periods when formulating the optimal scheduling
area method of taxis [33,34]. That is, the dynamic scheduling area is recommended to taxi
drivers in real-time, which is more in line with the travel characteristics of taxis.

4.1.2. Dynamic Identification of Optimal Cruising Area Based on Real-Time Pick-Up Ratio

Based on the real-time optimal cruising area identification method, this study discusses
the changes in the optimal cruising area obtained under different periods at the same
time interval and the same period at different time intervals from the same initial grid,
to verify the advancement, rationality, and effectiveness of the real-time cruising area
identification method.

(1) Identification of Optimal Cruising Area in Different Time Periods on the Same Date

To analyze the time-varying law of taxi passenger hotspots in a day, the taxi GPS
trajectory data on November 8 (Friday) were selected. Grid 330 was used as the starting
point, and the time interval was ten minutes. The taxi grid pick-up ratio in the eight time
periods of 0:00–0:10, 3:00–3:10, 6:00–6:10, 9:00–9:10, 12:00–12:10, 15:00–15:10, 18:00–18:10,
and 21:00–21:10 within a day was calculated, and the optimal cruising area of the taxi in
each period was identified. The results are shown in Figure 11. The grid color in Figure 11
represents the value of the pick-up ratio (PR). The red grid has the largest PR value and
the blue grid has the smallest PR value. The area enclosed by the dark green solid line in
the figure is the reachable range under the corresponding conditions. The orange marker
is located at the initial grid 330, and the blue marker represents the optimal cruising area
identified by the model.
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From Figure 11, it can be seen that the taxi accessible range boundary and the real-time
pick-up ratio from the initial grid, grid 330, are different in different periods, and the pick-
up ratio of the optimal cruising area is effectively improved compared with the initial grid.
On the whole, the model can effectively improve the pick-up ratio passenger probability
of taxis in each period. The absolute value of the grid pick-up ratio increased by 19.1%
on average, with a year-on-year increase of 288.7%. Specifically, in the three time periods
of 9:00–9:10, 12:00–12:10, and 15:00–15:10, the increase in the pick-up ratio is relatively
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low, at 127.0%; in the three time periods of 0:00–0:10, 3:00–3:10, and 6:00–6:10, the pick-
up ratio increased by 466.0%, which was more than three times that of the former. The
above findings are consistent with the characteristics of residents’ travel; that is, residents’
demand for taxi travel is relatively average during the day, and drivers are more likely to
pick up passengers in various regions of the city [35]. However, from midnight to early
morning, different from traditional modes of transportation such as public transportation
and the subway, the demand for taxi travel is still relatively strong, but the distribution of
travel is no longer scattered, and it is concentrated in nightlife-rich areas such as an urban
central business district [36]. It can be seen that the model constructed in this study can
accurately identify short-term regional hotspots, which greatly improves the probability of
picking up passengers.

(2) Identification of Optimal Cruising Area in the Same Period on Different Dates

To analyze the change in passenger hotspots and the model applicability in the same
grid in the same period on different dates, this study took grid 330 as the starting point
and 19:00–19:10 as the study period, and identified the optimal cruising search area of taxis
from 5–8 November. The results are shown in Figure 12. The interpretation of color and
mark in Figure 12 is the same as in Figure 11.
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From Figure 12, it can be seen that the accessible range and pick-up ratio of taxis in
the same period on different dates are still dynamic, reflecting the time-varying law of
taxi travel demand hotspots. On 5 November, 6 November, 7 November, and 8 November,
at 19:00–19:10, the pick-up ratio of the initial grid, grid 330, was 15.1%, 4.95%, 11.3%,
and 15.4%, respectively. According to the model, the maximum pick-up ratio areas were
identified as grid 298 (pick-up ratio of 24.7%), grid 327 (pick-up ratio of 20.0%), grid 323
(pick-up ratio of 19.9 %), grid 326 (pick-up ratio of 26.4%). The pick-up ratio increased by
63.6%, 304%, 76.1%, 71.4%. It can be seen that the increase in the pick-up ratio on different
dates is similar, and the increase in the pick-up ratio on Saturday is higher. This may be
due to the increase in people’s travel for entertainment and other activities on Saturday,
which leads to an increase in travel demand. Therefore, it is not proper to distinguish
between working days and rest days to predict the residents’ travel hotspots and cruising
scheduling in the taxi cruising search demand analysis. The model constructed in this
study has real-time performance [37], which can dynamically adjust the recommendation
area according to the actual situation, and has more reference value for taxi drivers with
immediate needs.

Through the analysis of the above two levels of different periods on the same date and
the same period on different dates, compared with the traditional research, the taxi real-
time optimal cruising passenger search area model constructed in this study is reasonable
and effective and has certain practicability and advancement. On the one hand, the model
can effectively identify the optimal cruising area, and the pick-up ratio of the area is
greatly improved compared with the initial position of the driver; on the other hand, the
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constructed model is not limited in time and space and can provide real-time personalized
needs for taxi drivers in the study area, that is, the real-time dynamic identification of
cruising areas based on travel demand hotspots.

4.2. Real-Time Dynamic Prediction of Optimal Cruising Area

This study took taxi drivers within grid 382 as an example and predicted the dynamic
accessible range and real-time optimal scheduling area of taxis based on the deep learning
algorithm. The study area is located in Qujiang Dayue City and the Big Wild Goose Pagoda
area of Xi’an (as shown in Figure 13), and the surrounding land use is mainly tourism and
commerce. During the daytime, the travel demand in this area is relatively large, while
at midnight, the corresponding scenic spots and shopping malls are non-operating. The
taxi travel demand in this area is relatively small, which belongs to the relative demand
depression. Compared with the daytime, the probability of taxis receiving passengers
in this area during the midnight period is relatively small. Therefore, this study took
the no-load taxi from 0:00 to 0:10 on 30 November (Saturday) as an example to verify
the effectiveness of the UTCN accessible range prediction model and the MTCN pick-up
ratio prediction model, and further identify the optimal taxi scheduling area based on the
pick-up ratio prediction.
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4.2.1. Real-Time Accessible Range Prediction

Taking grid 382 as the study area, the taxi travel data from 1–29 November were
selected, and 4176 sets of time series data sets of the accessible range were obtained at
a time interval of 10 min. There are 945 grid values every 10 min, and the grid value
is 0/1/2/3, which represents an inaccessible range, a direct accessible range, indirect
accessible range I, and indirect accessible range II, respectively. Based on the real-time
accessible range measurement model, the accessible state value of the whole day on
November 30 was predicted.

(1) Experimental Setting and Evaluation Index Selection

In this study, the grid search method [38] is used to verify the UTCN model, and
the model training effect is the best when the convolution kernel size is 3. The parameter
values are as follows: the expansion factor is set to 2, the training window size is 144, the
number of convolution kernels is 128, the dropout is set to 0.2, the learning rate is 0.001,
the parameters are updated using the Adam optimizer and mean squared error (MSE) loss
function, and the number of network training cycles is set to 500. Simultaneously, RNN
(using the loop structure to share parameters at each time step of the sequence, which can
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take into account the time dependence), GRU (introducing update gate and reset gate to
solve the gradient problem of traditional RNN, selectively retaining the control information
of the update gate, and selectively ignoring the control information of the reset gate), LSTM
(introducing the mechanism of input gate, forgetting gate, and output gate to input the
long-term and short-term memory network structure), and other models were selected as
benchmark models for model comparison and verification. Meanwhile, this study mainly
selected the mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error (RMSE), and mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE) to measure the prediction effect of different models.

(2) Analysis of Accessible Range Prediction Results

Based on the benchmark model, the performance evaluation indexes of different
models were obtained, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. Comparison results of accessible range indexes of each model.

Evaluating
Indicator RNN LSTM GRU UTCN

MAE 0.613 0.447 0.363 0.281
RMSE 1.474 1.285 1.152 1.033

MAPE (%) 5.824 5.662 5.455 5.375

From Table 3, the MAE value of the UTCN model was reduced by 54.162%, 37.136%,
and 22.589%, respectively, compared with the RNN, LSTM, and GRU models. The RMSE
was reduced by 29.199%, 19.611%, and 10.329%, respectively, and the MAPE value was
reduced by 7.709%, 5.069%, and 1.467%, respectively. It can be seen that the TCN model
preserves the convolution internal structure of the original CNN model, gets rid of the
long-term dependence of the traditional RNN, and improves the problem that the size of
the original CNN convolution kernel is limited. That is, the convolution kernels of different
sizes are used to convolve the time series. Compared with Recurrent Neural Networks such
as LSTM and GRU, the number of parameters is relatively small, which can be calculated
efficiently in parallel, making the model prediction results more accurate.

Therefore, taking 00:00–00:10 on 30 November as an example, the accessible range
diagram is similar to the range diagram predicted using the UTCN model, as shown in
Figure 14.
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4.2.2. Importance Analysis of Variables Related to Pick-Up Ratio

With an interval of 10 min, the day was divided into 144 time periods. The 15 indicators
to be screened in Section 3.2.3 were used as input variables, and the pick-up ratio was used
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as an output variable, which is imported into the GBDT model to analyze the importance of
variable characteristics. The data from Monday to Wednesday were used as the training set,
and the data from Thursday and Friday were used as the test set. The model fitting and pre-
diction were carried out to obtain the importance of each input feature for the whole predic-
tion result, that is, the pick-up ratio. The influence degree values of each variable obtained
through operation are as follows: “CR” = 5612, “VD” = 5606, “HP” = 4937, “APR” = 4222,
“AOS” = 3285, “DR” = 3092, “H” = 2543, “LPR” = 2180, “AQI” = 1334, “WS” = 1159,
“AT” = 1059, “HD” = 742, “M” = 577, “WC” = 326, “D” = 316.

A radar map was drawn to visually display the above results, as shown in Figure 15.
It can be seen that the influence degree of each spatial and temporal characteristic on the
pick-up ratio is ranked. The farther the index value is from the center of the circle, the more
important the variable characteristics are. Compared with the characteristic indexes of
the cruising ratio (CR), vehicle density (VD), heat of pick-up (HP), adjacent pick-up ratio
(APR), average operating speed (AOS), drop-off ratio (DR), hour (H), last pick-up ratio
(LPR), and air quality index (AQI), the influence degree of the weather condition (WC) and
day (D) is very low. Therefore, before the prediction of the pick-up ratio, it is necessary to
eliminate the indicators with low correlation and retain the indicators significantly related
to them, to improve the accuracy of the prediction model.
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4.2.3. Real-Time Pick-Up Ratio Prediction

(1) Experimental Setting and Evaluation Index Selection

Taking grid 382 as an example, the taxi travel data from 1–29 November were selected,
and the time series set was composed of the above input variables of 10 min. The data of
the previous 22 days were used as the training set, and the data of the next 7 days were
used as the test set to predict the pick-up ratio. In the MTCN network, the expansion factor
was set to 2, the training window size was 144, the convolution kernel size was set to 3, the
dropout was set to 0.2, the learning rate was 0.001, and the number of iterations was 1000.
The Adam optimizer and MSE loss function were used to update the parameters. RNN,
GRU, LSTM, and MTCN were still selected for the comparison model, and MAE, RMSE,
and MAPE were selected for model performance evaluation.

It can be seen from Table 4 that when predicting the pick-up ratio, the MAE value of the
MTCN model is 60.345%, 32.353%, and 20.69% lower than that of the RNN, LSTM, and GRU
models, respectively. The RMSE was reduced by 22.449%, 10.938%, and 4.202%, respectively,
and the MAPE value was reduced by 20.613%, 15.438%, and 1.4349%, respectively. Thus,
the MTCN model was more accurate in predicting the pick-up ratio based on multivariate
prediction. Therefore, taking grid 330 as an example, based on the MTCN model, the fitting
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results of the predicted value and the actual value of the pick-up ratio of the whole day (at
10 min intervals) on 30 November were compared, as shown in Figure 16. Among them,
the blue line is the true value, the red line is the predicted value, and the MAE, RMSE, and
MAPE of the predicted value and the actual value are 0.023, 0.027, and 7.329%, respectively.
It can be seen that the model accuracy is high. Based on this, the predicted pick-up ratio of
00:00–00:10 on Saturday, 30 November is 24.69%.

(2) Identification of the Optimal Scheduling Area under the Prediction of Pick-up Ratio

Based on the comparison of the benchmark model, the performance evaluation indexes
of different pick-up ratio prediction models were obtained, as shown in Table 4.

Table 4. Comparison results of pick-up ratio prediction of each model.

Evaluating
Indicator RNN LSTM GRU MTCN

MAE 0.058 0.034 0.029 0.023
RMSE 0.147 0.128 0.119 0.027

MAPE (%) 9.232 8.667 7.436 7.329
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Based on the pick-up ratio of each grid in the accessible range, it is identified that the
optimal scheduling area with grid 382 as the initial grid on 30 November is grid 327 (the
grid indicated by the arrow in Figure 17). The pick-up ratio is 30.0%, which is much higher
than 12.1% of the initial grid, and higher than all other grids in the region. Therefore, taking
grid 327 as the taxi cruising endpoint, compared with the initial grid, grid 382, the pick-up
ratio of the optimal cruising grid, grid 327, identified using the model is increased by 17.9%,
and the probability of receiving passengers is increased by 148.0% year on year.
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5. Conclusions

From the timeliness, accessibility, and dynamics of taxi cruising area identification and
recommendation, this study proposed a dynamic identification strategy of taxi optimal
cruising areas based on spatio-temporal data. The main conclusions are as follows:

This study proposed a real-time accessible range prediction model of taxis based
on GCOM. The concept of the cumulative opportunity method was combined with the
accessible range of the road network, and the concept of grid compensation was proposed,
which fills the influence of insufficient GPS trajectory data or low grid demand regarding
near inaccessible and far accessible areas. Then, the UTCN algorithm was proposed to
obtain the real-time dynamic accessible range of taxis. The results show that the accessible
range of the same grid under different time intervals changes with time, indicating the
time variability of the accessible range. Compared with the traditional research methods
that mostly use static indicators to predict travel hotspots in morning and evening peaks,
the spatio-temporal data chain is constructed in minutes, which can realize the real-time
effectiveness of taxi-seeking passenger area identification and recommendation. Based on
the actual situation of the road network, this study predicts the accessible range of taxis in
a fixed period in real-time, making the recommended area more implementable.

Then, this study analyzed the factors affecting the cruising mode of taxi drivers from
four aspects, traffic attributes, time periodicity, spatial attributes, and external environ-
mental attributes, built a GBDT framework, and screened out the characteristic variables
with high correlation with the output variable pick-up ratio. The MTCN algorithm was
constructed to predict the future pick-up ratio value of each grid, and the real-time pas-
senger pick-up level of the whole study area was evaluated accordingly. The area with
the highest pick-up ratio in the accessible range in different periods was identified as the
optimal cruising area. The study found that the optimal cruising area pick-up ratio of taxis
in different periods of the same date and the same period of different dates had been greatly
improved compared with the initial pick-up ratio, with an average increase of 19.1% and
11.1%, respectively, and the total year-on-year increase had reached 288.7% and 63%. The
results show that the model can dynamically identify the cruising area in real-time and
greatly improve the regional pick-up ratio, thus providing a basis for reducing the empty
driving rate of taxi travel. The study conclusion can effectively improve the efficiency of
taxi cruising and lay a foundation for the optimal cruising route decision, to provide a
scientific basis for formulating the corresponding taxi management strategy.

In summary, this study defined the area with the highest pick-up ratio in different
periods as the optimal cruising area, which can improve the probability of taxis receiving
passengers, avoid aimless cruising, and reduce the cruising distance of taxis to a certain
extent. At the same time, from the perspective of passengers, it solves the shortage of
taxis in hotspots, thus shortening the waiting time of passengers. Finally, based on the
comparative analysis of models, the UTCN algorithm and the MTCN algorithm have the
highest prediction accuracy. On the one hand, it is verified that the predicted accessible
range is similar to the actual accessible range. On the other hand, the pick-up ratio of
the optimal cruising area of taxis starting from different grid areas in different periods is
significantly improved compared with the original area. That is, the reliability of the deep
learning algorithm used in this study is verified from the model level.

Based on the optimal cruising area identification, the top three areas with the highest
pick-up ratio can be recommended as alternative cruising areas for taxis in future research.
Starting from the three aspects of taxi passenger cost-effectiveness, passenger travel effi-
ciency cost-effectiveness, and environmental cost-effectiveness (carbon emissions), picking
up the passenger path with the smallest total cost-effectiveness and the corresponding
alternative cruising area are recommended to the no-load taxi driver. That is, while solving
the problem of unbalanced supply and demand of taxi hotspots and shortening the empty
driving distance, the total cost of the no-load taxi to pick up passengers is considered.
Therefore, the above analysis can shorten the empty driving distance of taxis during oper-
ation, improve the efficiency of road cruising, reduce passenger waiting time, effectively
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reduce the waste of taxi resources, further alleviate traffic congestion and environmental
pollution, and promote the sustainable development of urban traffic.
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